The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0066

CandidateID - RollNo: 71339 - 1005

KARTAR SINGH KANAWAT
S/o DAULAT SINGH KANAWAT

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0067

CandidateID - RollNo: 71332 - 1009

SANDEEP KUMAR
S/o SHRI RAM CHANDRA

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Note:-This is System generated, Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0068

CandidateID - RollNo: 71358 - 1010

SHAILENDR A SINGH SHEKHAWAT
S/o BHOM SINGH SHEKHAWAT

Is Hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
Government of India
Ministry of Labour & Employment
Directorate General of Mines Safety

The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0069

CandidateID - RollNo: 71338 - 2001

BIDYADHARA NATHA
S/o KAILASH CHANDRA NATHA

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety,
Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with
01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION
   PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET
   (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER
   THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:- This is System generated, Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0052

CandidateID - RollNo: 6692 - 5001

RAMAPPA
S/o YALLAPPA

Is Hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminar Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019 Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0053

CandidateID - RollNo: 71342 - 5006

PANEM MUKUNDAKUMAR
S/o PANEM PENCHALAIAH

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0054

CandidateID - RollNo: 66932 - 5007

POLIKURA SANKARAIAH
S/o POLIKURA SUBBAIAH

Is Hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety,
Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019 Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with
01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1 FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION
   PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2 MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET
   (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3 VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4 GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5 MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6 INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER
   THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No. Exam/FU-19/0055

Candidate ID - Roll No: 71330 - 5009

VELUGOTI VENKATESWARLU
S/o MOHAN RAO

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On: 24/Dec/2019 Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING) / EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:- This is System generated, Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0056

CandidateID - RollNo: 71331 - 6002

AMRIT LAL SAHU
S/o CHHATAROO RAM SAHU

Is Hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0057
CandidateID - RollNo: 71362 - 6006
HALMARE MANOJ HEMRAJ
S/o HEMRAJ HALMARE

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On: 24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0058

CandidateID - RollNo: 71335 - 6007

HEDAOO SURENDRRA VITTHAL
S/o VITTHAL HEDAOO

Is Hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety,
Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with
01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1  FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION
   PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2  MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET
   (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3  VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4  GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5  MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6  INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER
   THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952

Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019

Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No. Exam/FU-19/0059

Candidate ID - Roll No: 71340 - 6009

JOSEPH NAG
S/o JAWAHAR LAL NAG

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On: 24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:- This is System generated, Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0060

CandidateID - RollNo: 71367 - 6018

SANJAY MALESH
S/o HARI CHAND

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019   Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0061

CandidateID - RollNo: 61191 - 6019

SAO PRATAP SHANKARRAO
S/o LATE SHANKARRAO SAO

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
The Mines Act 1952
Foreman's (Un-restricted) Certificate of Competency Examination 2019
Under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations, 1961

AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No. Exam/FU-19/0062

Candidate ID - RollNo: 71345 - 6022

YOGESH RAUT
S/o TIKARAM RAUT

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On : 24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING) / EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:- This is System generated, Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0063

CandidateID - RollNo: 71360 - 8001

PRADIP KUMAR PAUL
S/o SAMBHU NATH PAUL

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0064

CandidateID - RollNo: 71363 - 8002

BUDHADEV SENAPATI
S/o SHISHIR KUMAR SENAPATI

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On :24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Secretary
Board of Mining Examination &
Director of Mines Safety

Note:-This is System generated,Signature is not required
AUTHORISATION LETTER FOR ORAL EXAMINATION

No.Exam/FU-19/0065

CandidateID - RollNo: 71348 - 8003

KALI KINKER BHAKAT
S/o SHUSHEN CHANDRA BHAKAT

Is hereby authorized to appear in ORAL Examination at the Dy. Director General of Mines Safety, Western Zone CGO Complex, Seminary Hills, Nagpur

On: 24/Dec/2019  Time: 8.00 AM

Candidate is hereby informed to bring the following documents in ORIGINAL for verification along with 01(one) set of self attested photocopy:

1. FRESH AFFIDAVIT AS PER SAMPLE UPLOADED IN DGMS WEBSITE FOR EXAMINATION PURPOSE (IN ORIGINAL ONLY)
2. MATRICULATION CERTIFICATE / SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / MARKSHEET (HAVING DATE OF BIRTH DETAILS)
3. VALID FIRST AID CERTIFICATE
4. GAS TESTING CERTIFICATE
5. MINING MATE (UNRESTRICTED) CERTIFICATE
6. INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE / SR. SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DEGREE (OTHER THAN MINING) / DIPLOMA (OTHER THAN MINING)/ EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION

Note:- This is System generated, Signature is not required